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Absbzcf 
The coplanar-grid charge sensing technique provides a 

method for improving the spectral response of gamma-ray 
detectors based on compound semiconductors, which typically 
have poor charge transport properties. The technique functions 
by effectively modifying the charge induction characteristics cf 
the detector such that the dependence of detector signal on 'the 
depth of radiation interaction is minimized. The effdveness 
of this technique however can be compromised by non-uniform 
charge induction characteristics across the detector. This paper 
examines such non-uniformity due to fringe effects near the 
detector edges. Alternate electrode ~onfi~gwations are studied 
that provide effective compensation for such effects. Results 
fiom experimental measurements and computer simulations are 
presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
High atomic-number, wide bandgap semiconductors are 

potential candidates for use as room temperature gamma-ray 
detectors. Based on charge generation statistics considerations, 
it is in principIe possible for these detectors to achieve energy 
resolution within a small factor of that of liquid-nitrogen 
cooled Ge detectors. Among the semiconductors investigated 
for this application, HgIz and CdTe have undergone extensive 
development [l]. CdZnTe is a more recently developed 
material that possesses significant advantages over the earlier 
materials [23. All of these compound semiconductors however 
have poor charge transport properties, with mobility-lifetime 
products for electrons and holes'that are 100 to 1000 times 
lower than that of Ge. This generally results in poor energy 
resolution when conventional detector structures and 
electronics are used. Recently, the coplanar-grid charge sensing 
technique was introduced as a method to deal with such charge 
transport deficiencies so that substantially improved s p e d  
performance can be obtained [3 3. Estimates based on a highly 
simplified model have shown that energy resolution close to 
the statistical limit may be possible, even with the curredly 
achieved mobility-lifetime products for some of these materials 
[4]. This model, however, did not consider the many e f f i  
that can degrade detector performance, such as material non- 
uniformity, edge effects, Compton scattering, electronic noise 
and charge trapping statistics. Some of the effects of material 
non-uniformity have been investigated previously [4]. In this 
paper, we will consider detector design issues. In particdar, 
edge effects and electrode designs for compensating such e f f i  
are addressed. Experimental results fiom detectors with 
different electrode confxgurations will be presented and 
compared to calculations obtained using a computer model 
recently developed to simulate the response of room 
temperature semiconductor detectors [5] ,  [6]. 
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Figure 1. Simple coplanar-grid structure. 
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Figure 2. Calculated potential' distribution. for the simple 
copIanar-s-d detector of Fig. I under typical operating bias 
conditions. The bias between the grids is a tenth that across the 
detector. The calculation was done neglecting effects caused by 
the detector boundaries. 

n. THE COPLANAR-GRTD TECHNIQUE AND EDGE 
EFFECTS . 

In a coplanar-gid detector, two electrodes are used to sense 
the collection of charge carriers. A typical electrode 
configuration consists of a set of linear strip electrodes, which 
are interconnected to form two independenf interdigitated grid 
electrodes (Fig. 1). Under operation, a bias voltage is applied 
across the detector to collect the carriers, with the electrons 
being collected towards the grid electrodes. An additional bias 
voltage is applied between the two grid electrodes such that all 
the electrons are collected at only one of the grid electrodes 
(collecting grid). This voltage is small compared to the bias 
voltage applied across the detector so that the electric field 
inside the detector remains substantially uniform (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 3. Calculated collecting grid weighting potential 
distribution for the simple coplanar-grid detector of Fig. 1. The 
calculation was done neglecting effects caused by the detector 
boundaries. 
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Figure 4. Calculated induced charge on the grid electrodes of the 
simple coplanar-grid detector of Fig. 1 as a function of the distance 
traveled by a charge Q originating near the full area contact and 
ultimately collected on the collecting grid electrode. Effects due 
to charge trapping are ignored. ' . 

The characteristics of the induced signal on a grid electrode 
as a result of charge movement can be determined using the 
weightins potential method [q. The weighting potential, V,, 
for a specific electrode is calculated with the conditions that 
the electrode is at unit potential, all other electrodes are at zero 
potential, and no space charge exists. The incremental induced 
charge on the electrode due to the movement of a charge Q is 
then @en by 

A& = Q AVW (1) 
where AV, is the change in V, over the path traversed by the 
charge Q. The weighting potential distriiution for a grid 
electrode in an idealized coplanar-grid device is shown in Fig. 
3. The weighting potential distriiution for the other grid 
electrode is identical except that it is displaced in the Y 
direction by one strip pitch. The induced signals on these 
electrodes can then be obtained by simply projecting the path 
of a moving charge onto their respective weighting potential 
distributions. Figure 4 shows the shape of the signals due to a 
charge Q moving h m  the cathode to the collecting grid as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. By subtracting the two signals, a net 
s iga l  is obtained, which can be varied depending on the 

Figure'5. Calculated differential induced charge signal between 
the grid electrodes of the simple coplanar-grid detector of Fig. 1 as 
a function of the distance traveled by a charge Q. The plots are for 
various values of G which is the fraction of the noncollecting grid 
induced charge subtracted fiom the collecting grid induced 
charge. Effects due to charge trapping are ignored. 
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Figure6. Calculated charge induction efficiency as function of 
distance fiom the 1 1 1  area contact for the simple coplanar-grid 
detector of Fig. 1. The bias applied across the detector is vb. For 
this detector the optimal value of G is 0.49. The charge induction 
efficiency for a simple planar detector is highly non-uniform and 
is shown for comparison purposes. 

relative gain (G) of the two signals (Fig. 5). AdjusthIg the 
relative gain therefore effectively changes the charge induction 
characteristics of the detector. This allows the detector 
response to be optimized according to the material's Carrier 
transport properties to provide the best energy resolution. A 
way to show the improvement in detector response is to plot 
the charge induction efficiency, which is the net induced charge 
normalized to the charge initially created, as a function of the 
position where the charge is originally created. Figure 6 shows 
such a plot for a 1 cm thick detector with different values of G. 
In this example, G = 0.49 gives the most uuiform response 
and thus the best energy resolution. The charge transport 
parameters used in this calculation are within the typical range 
of values found in CdZnTe crystals. In comparison, a detector 
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with the simple planar geometry displays a strongly varying 
response, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 6. Such 
variation is the main reason for the very poor energy resolution 
commonly observed in planar detectors. 

The simple analysis above ignored the effects of boundaries 
that necessarily exist for a real detector. A realistic calculation 
of the weighting potential must take into account the effects d 
fiinging field near the edge of the detector. Such edge effecs 
can produce significant distortion in the weighting potential, 
resulting in non-uniform charge induction characteristics, 
which in turn can degrade energy resolution. To investigate 
edge effects, we have wried out experimental measurements 
and computer simulations. 

111. METHODS 
Experiments were performed using a CdZnTe crystal with 

different coplanar-grid electrode structures were examined. The- 
same CdZnTe crystal has been used in each case to avoid 
confusion due to material differences. The charge induction 
characteristics of the detector were measured using a collimated 
alpha particle source (241Am) in a vacuum chamber. 
Translation stages inside the chamber allow the detector to be 
scanned in situ. Gamma-ray spectral response was obtained 
with a I3’cs source. 

Simulations of detector response were made using a 
recently developed computer model. A detailed description d 
the computational methods and experimental validations is 
provided elsewhere [5], however the general approach is 
outlined here. In the model, both the production and 
collection of charge h e r s  are treated. A threedimensional 
Monte Carlo simulation is used to model the production d 
charge Caniers by gamma-ray interactions, which include 
Compton and photoelectric interactions. Charge carrier drift 
and induction are modeled in a separate calculation. This 
involves the use of finite element analysis to compute the 
electric field in the detector and the weighting potential for the 
electrodes. Currently, a two-dimensional model is used lk 
this calculation. From the electric field, the trajectory of the 
electrons and holes are determined. The trapping of c h q e  
caniers is modeled in the calculation. Once the trajectory d 
the carriers and their population are known, the induced signal 
at an electrode can be calculated using the weighting potential. 
From this calculation, a fwo-dimensional charge induction 
efficiency map is generated. The induction efficiency map is 
then used in the Monte Carlo calculation to determine the 
induced charge signal for each gamma-ray interaction. For the 
coplanar-grid detectors, a charge induction map is generated for 
each grid electrode. The two charge induction maps are 
subtracted, with the relative gain (G) as an adjustable 
parameter, to produce a single induction map. This simulates 
the response of the signal subtraction circuit. Noise associated 
with charge canier production, trapping, and electronic noise 
can.be included in the calculation. In this work, we assumed 
that the material properties are spatially uniform. The electron 
and hole mobili lifetime prodyts used in the calculation 
were 4 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  cm N and 2.5~10 cm2N, respectively, which 
are approximately the measured values for the CdZnTe crystal 
used in the experiment. 

9 an area of 9.6 x 9.6 mm2 and a thickness of 8.5 mm. Three 
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IV. RESULTS 

Pattern 
Figure 7 shows the electrode pattern used for a simple 

coplanar-grid structure. It consists of a series of linear strip 
electrodes of equal width and gap. For this detector structure, 
the calculated equipotential contour plot of the weighting 
potential for the collecting grid electrode is shown in Fig. 8. 
Non-uniformity in the weighting potential within the bulk cf 
the detector is evident h m  the increasing tilt of the contour 
lines in moving h m  the full contact surfixe to the gridded 
surface. The weighting potential for the noncollecting grid 
electrode is a mirror image of this potential and hence varies in 
the opposite sense. The characteristics of the induced charge at 
the grid electrodes resulting fiom drifijng charge within the 
detector are also non-uniform across the detector since they are 
determined fiom the weighting potentials. The calculated 
induced charge signals fiom the two grid electrodes for b g , e  
drifting fiom the fill contact suhce to the gridded surface are 
shown in Fig. 9 for the three positions indicated. The poor 
uniformity in charge induction is evidenced by the significant 
differencesbetween the two g i d  signals taken near the edges. 
Selecting a certain value of G for optimal charge induction l5r 
charge originating near the middle of the detector will give 
non-optimal induction for events away from the center, leading 
to a degradation in the detector resolution. The actual induced 
signals h m  the detector were observed by scanning a 
collimated alpha p d c l e  source across the full-area contact. 
Figure 10 shows the captured waveforms at the three locations 
that correspond- approximately to those used in the 
calculations. There is good agreement between the observed 
and calculated waveforms.. 

B. Edge Compensation with fitemal Electrodes 
The non-uniform weighting potential of the simple grid 

electrode structure can be thought of as being due to the greater 
local influence of the grid electrode closer to a particular @e 
of the detector. One method to compensate for this is by 
adding an external electrode on each side of the detector 
connected to the other grid electrode as shown in Fig. 1 1. By 
adjusting the size and location of these external electrodes, a 
much more uniform weighthig potential can be obtained, as 
shown in Fig. 12. The weighting potential contours in the 
bulk of the detector axe no longer tilted indicating good 
uniformity. This improvement is reflected in the calculated 
induced charge signals (Fig. 13). The induced charges on the 
two grids are nearly identical when the drifting charge is away 
fiom the gridded &ce, independent of the position of the 
charge creation. F@e 14 shows the measured induced signals 
when the external electrodes are added to the detector. 

C. Edge Compensation with a Modifid Grid 
Pattern 

Another method to compensate for the edge effect is to 
modify the grid electrode pattern on the detector. The design 
used in this investigation is shown in Fig. 15. The width CE 
the grid line next to the one closest to the edge is increased to 
counterbalance the dominance of the edge grid line. Figures 16 
and 17 show respectively the calculated weighting potential 
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Figure 9. Calculated induced charge pulses on the grid electrodes 
of the simple copIanar-grid detector of Fig. 7 due to a charge 9 
originating near the full area contact at each of the three positions 
indicated in Fig. 7. 

Figure 8. Calculated equipotential contour plot of the collecting 
grid weighting potential for the simple coplanar-grid detector of 
Fig. 7. 
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Figure 10. Measured induced charge pulses on the grid electrodes 
of the simple coplanar-grid detector of Fig. 7 generated by placing 
a collimated alpha particle source at each of the three positions 
indicated in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of a simple coplanar-grid detector 
identical to that of Fig. 7 except with the addition of external 
wires for edge effect compensation. 
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Figure 12. Calculated equipotential contour plot of the collecting 
grid weighting potential for the externally compensated detector 
of Fig. 1 I. 
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Figure 13. Calculated induced charge pulses on the grid Figure 14. Measured induced charge pulses on the grid electrodes 
electrodes of the externally compensated detector of Fig. 11 due t o  of the externally compensated detector of Fig. 11 generated by 
a charge Q originating near the full area contact at each of the three placing a collimated alpha particle source at each of the three 
positions indicated in Fig. 11. positions indicated in Fig. 11. 
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Figure 15. Schematic diagram of a coplanar-grid detector in which 
the grid pattern has been modified in order to corect for edge 
effects. The modification consists of widening the two grid lines 
next to the edge grid limes 
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Figure 16. Calculated equipotential contour plot of the collecting 
grid weighting potential for the modified p:d pattern detector of 
Fig. 15. 
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Figure 17. Calculated induced charge pulses on the grid 
electrodes of the modified grid pattern detector of Fig. I5 due to a 
charge Q originating near the full area contact at each of the three 
positions indicated in Fig. 15. 

Figure 18. Measured induced charge pulses on the grid electrodes 
of the modified grid pattern detector of Fig. 15 generated by 
placing a collimated alpha particle source at each of the three 
positions indicated in Fig. 15. 
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Figure19. Measured spectra of I3?Cs obtained with the same 
CdZnTe crystal in each of the three detector configurations 
described in Figs. 7, 11, and 15. 

and signal response. The measured signal response is shown 
in Fig. 18. Again, a substantial improvement in uniformity is 
obtained, as compared to the simple grid pattern. 

D. Specpal Per$ormance 
Figure €9 compares the I3’Cs spectra measured with each of 

the three detector configurations. The relative gain G of the 
two grid signals was optimized to give the best energy 
resolution in each case. From this figure it is clear that the 
improved uniformity in the detector weighting potentials cf 
the edgecompensated detectors has lead to a sigdicantly 
better energy resolution. This demonstrates the importance af 
edge effects and the substantial improvements that can be 
achieved by simple modifications of the electrode 
configuration. Simulated pulse-height spectra for the three grid 
designs are shown in Fig. 20. Electronic noise is not included 
in the simulation. Results of the calculation show qualitative 
ageement with experiment. Namely, the compensated 
detectors produce significantly improved spectral response. 
The large improvements in the FWTM and in the peak-to- 
Compton ratio for the compensated designs indicate a 
significant reduction in tailing. The measured energy 
resolution in all cases is significantly worse than that fiom the 
modeling even with the electronic noise contributions 
subtracted. We attributed this to non-unifom charge transport 
properties of the CdZnTe material used in the experiment. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that edge effects in coplanar grid detectors 

can significantly affect energy resolution. Such e f f m  however 
can be compensated quite effectively by using external 
electrodes or by m o d i m g  the grid electrode structure on the 
detector. Alpha particle scanning provides an effective method 
for characterizing the charge induction characteristics of the 
detector and is therefore useful for evaluating electrode designs. 
The computer model was able to predict the induced charge 
signals and the improvements in spectral performance for the 
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Figure 20. Calculated spectra of I3?Cs obtained assuming the three 
detector configurations described in Figs. 7, 11, and 15. 

edge compensated detector designs, and is therefore shown to 
be a useful tool for w e  detector development. 
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